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CLOUD TO CLOUD RECOVERY
Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS)

Achieve IT Resilience with Disaster Recovery Automation
for Diverse Environments
TierPoint’s Cloud to Cloud Recovery (DRaaS) solutions flexibly fit your unique mix of recovery time objective (RTO), recovery point
objective (RPO), production environment, and recovery environment requirements. Automation provides peace of mind. Your
organization can test your DR solution anytime, quickly recover from a cyberthreat or outage into an enterprise-class recovery
environment and use your recovery environment for as long as you want.
Businesses depend on data, applications and infrastructure, so data backup alone is not enough. Cloud-based disaster recovery
is among the fastest-growing cloud services, and DRaaS enables recovery of your data, applications and infrastructure – all within
minutes. You can achieve more control over your recovery plan, replication, and failover with TierPoint DRaaS.

High-Availability Cloud to
Cloud Recovery
vCloud Availability

TierPoint’s customized cloud-to-cloud recovery
solutions powered by VMware’s vCloud Availability
protect your virtualized workloads and offer a variety of
configurations with failover to private, multitenant, and
public clouds.
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Replication protects your virtualized production
environments and allows rapid failover to an enterpriseclass cloud such as a TierPoint private or multitenant
cloud, a subscription DR service, or a hyperscale cloud
such as Azure or AWS. Use your cloud-based recovery
environment as little or as much as you like, and for as
long as you need.
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Secure and Compliant
Cloud environments hosted in TierPoint data centers
benefit from the best-practice physical security and
compliance enforced in all our facilities. Non-disruptive
testing and reporting helps satisfy PCI, HIPAA and more.
TierPoint can also help safeguard every layer within
your environment with IT security services.
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vRCS = vSphere Replication Cloud Service
vRMS = vSphere Replication Management Server
vRS = vSphere Replication Server
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Your Expert Partner
Beyond cloud-to-cloud recovery, TierPoint’s highly experienced IT
professionals deliver a full set of disaster recovery services, including
Azure Site Recovery, server-to-cloud recovery, recovery for IBM and Oracle
systems, and backup services. TierPoint also provides cloud, colocation,
networking, security, and managed IT services.

Meet Your Recovery Objectives
Whether you need near instantaneous or less frequent sync points, or
a recovery that is near instantaneous or a few hours or longer, your
TierPoint recovery team will create a DRaaS recovery solution that reduces
complexity, minimizes data loss and downtime, and fits your unique
requirements and budget.

Gartner’s
Magic Quadrant for
Disaster Recovery as a
Service (DRaaS) for
Four Consecutive Years

Highly Available
We support our clients with a 99.99% uptime availability SLA plus an industry-leading SLA of 100% uptime for data center
infrastructure components, including HVAC systems, power systems, and managed bandwidth with redundant connections.

Simple and Secure Recovery Services
Recovery Target Options - Take control of your recovery with a
customized cloud-to-cloud recovery solution powered VMware’s
vCloud Availability with failover to a TierPoint private or multitenant
cloud or a hyperscale cloud.
Ease of Management - Built directly into the your VMware consoles,
self-service DRaaS has never been easier.
Integration with the VMware Stack - Enjoy a modern resiliency
solution that is seamlessly integrated with the full suite of VMware
capabilities and management tools.
Proven Protection - Ensure secure disaster recovery with built in
encryption and TLS for data ta rest and in motion.
Full suite of recovery services - Choose custom recovery
services covering physical and virtualized workloads, data backup,
business continuity seating and recovery services for IBM i, p, and z
environments.

“The solution provided
by TierPoint was exactly
what I needed. I struggled
for years failing audits for
not having offsite storage
of backups and a DR plan.
Their product resolved all
of my issues, including
having the ability to do
non-intrusive DR testing.”
A TierPoint customer review
on Gartner Peer Insights

Reimagine Recovery Today

About TierPoint

Let us help you achieve the recovery
your business needs.
Call 844.267.3687 or email
sales@tierpoint.com to connect
with one of our advisors. Or visit us at
tierpoint.com to learn more.

A leading national provider of hybrid IT solutions, TierPoint helps organizations drive
performance and manage risk. No U.S. provider comes close to matching TierPoint’s
unique combination of thousands of clients; more than 40 edge-capable data centers
and 8 multitenant cloud pods coast to coast; and a comprehensive portfolio of cloud
solutions, colocation, disaster recovery, security and other managed IT services. With
white-glove customer service, TierPoint professionals customize and manage agile
solutions that address each client’s unique needs.
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